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OverviewOverview
!! Radio Frequency InterferenceRadio Frequency Interference

Sources of Interference, ATCA Interference Surveys, Sources of Interference, ATCA Interference Surveys, 
Effect on Synthesis Images.Effect on Synthesis Images.

!! Robustness of an InterferometerRobustness of an Interferometer
Bandwidth Smearing, Broadband Bandwidth Smearing, Broadband DecorrelationDecorrelation, Time, Time--
Average Smearing.Average Smearing.

!! Dealing with InterferenceDealing with Interference
Interference Mitigation.Interference Mitigation.
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Radio Frequency Radio Frequency 
InterferenceInterference

!! Most people will encounter interference Most people will encounter interference 
when using radio data.when using radio data.

!! Continuum Observations:Continuum Observations:
Require wide bandwidths for sensitivity Require wide bandwidths for sensitivity --> it’s hard to find large, > it’s hard to find large, 
unoccupied portions of the radio spectrum.unoccupied portions of the radio spectrum.

!! Spectral Line Observations:Spectral Line Observations:
Spectral lines are often Spectral lines are often redshiftedredshifted out of the protected bands.out of the protected bands.

!! Pulsar Surveys:Pulsar Surveys:
Interference can have similar signatures to pulsar signals.Interference can have similar signatures to pulsar signals.



Sources of InterferenceSources of Interference

!! Self generated InterferenceSelf generated Interference
Digital equipment at the observatoryDigital equipment at the observatory
(testing, isolation & shielding)(testing, isolation & shielding)

!! Natural InterferenceNatural Interference
Solar interferenceSolar interference

!! Terrestrial InterferenceTerrestrial Interference
Build the array in a radio quietBuild the array in a radio quiet
locationlocation

!! Satellite InterferenceSatellite Interference
Navigation satellites (GPS & GLONASS), “Low Earth Orbit” Navigation satellites (GPS & GLONASS), “Low Earth Orbit” 
communication satellites (Iridium & communication satellites (Iridium & GlobalstarGlobalstar), Geostationary satellites ), Geostationary satellites 
(AUSSAT), Radar and weather satellites, etc.(AUSSAT), Radar and weather satellites, etc.

FORTÉ Satellite Map



ATCA Interference SurveysATCA Interference Surveys
!! Surveys are conducted over the four cm Surveys are conducted over the four cm 

bands (3, 6, 13 & 20 cm): bands (3, 6, 13 & 20 cm): 
http://http://www.atnf.csiro.au/people/dmitchel/ATCAwww.atnf.csiro.au/people/dmitchel/ATCA//

!! Images and recommended frequencies Images and recommended frequencies 
given in the ATCA User’s Guidegiven in the ATCA User’s Guide

!! An overview is given at: An overview is given at: 
http://http://www.narrabri.atnf.csiro.au/operations/rfi.htmlwww.narrabri.atnf.csiro.au/operations/rfi.html



13cm, July 200213cm, July 2002



13cm, December 200113cm, December 2001



ATCA cm BandsATCA cm Bands



Effect on Synthesis ImagesEffect on Synthesis Images

!! The strength, location, duration, The strength, location, duration, 
polarisation, etc. of an interfering signal polarisation, etc. of an interfering signal 
have various effects on the final image.have various effects on the final image.

!! Interference enters the visibilities, so Interference enters the visibilities, so 
it’s the Fourier transform that is seen in it’s the Fourier transform that is seen in 
the imagethe image



MOST InterferenceMOST Interference
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ATCA Interference (microwave link)ATCA Interference (microwave link)

Images made by M. Kesteven.
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Robustness of an Robustness of an 
InterferometerInterferometer
!! Interferometer’s have added Interferometer’s have added 

protection protection againstagainst RFI RFI 
compared with single dishescompared with single dishes..

!! Extra Extra decorrelationdecorrelation of the RFI of the RFI 
occurs in both the time and occurs in both the time and 
frequency domainsfrequency domains..
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Bandwidth SmearingBandwidth Smearing
!! Visibility locations are functions of wavelength.Visibility locations are functions of wavelength.
!! Different monochromatic components of a broadband signal experieDifferent monochromatic components of a broadband signal experience nce 

different phase shifts as a wavefront travels between antennae.different phase shifts as a wavefront travels between antennae.
!! The effect is a radial smearing in the The effect is a radial smearing in the uvuv--plane => radial smearing in plane => radial smearing in 

image.image.
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§2.3, §2.11, §17.1.1, §§2.3, §2.11, §17.1.1, §18.118.1..

The ideal response of the 
correlator, V(ν0), is reduced 
as the bandwidth, ∆ν, and 
the time delay, τg, increase.



!! Antenna delays are set so that a wavefront from Antenna delays are set so that a wavefront from ss reaches the reaches the 
correlatorcorrelator via each antenna at the same time.via each antenna at the same time.

!! An interfering signal, An interfering signal, ii, with a different delay will, with a different delay will
suffer bandwidth smearing.suffer bandwidth smearing.

!! The The correlatercorrelater output output rr00 will be reducedwill be reduced
quickly as quickly as ii moves away from the field centre.moves away from the field centre.

Circles on the 
celestial sphere of 
equal delay

Broadband Broadband DecorrelationDecorrelation
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were the time delay of the interfering signal, τd, is

§2.3, §§2.3, §2.112.11..



TimeTime--Average SmearingAverage Smearing
!! Variable delays and pVariable delays and phasehase shifts are inserted to track the shifts are inserted to track the 

celestial spherecelestial sphere
!! Signals not moving with the celestial sphere will move through Signals not moving with the celestial sphere will move through 

fringes.fringes.
!! The effect is tangential smearing in the The effect is tangential smearing in the uvuv--plane => tangential plane => tangential 

smearing in imagesmearing in image
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The ideal response, V(τi(t0)), is 
reduced as the frequency, ν0, and the 
change in delay, ∆τi, increase.

For terrestrial sources, the effect is 
opposite to what the astronomy 
would experience if fringe stopping 
isn’t implemented.
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Dealing with InterferenceDealing with Interference

!! Further measures can be taken to reduce Further measures can be taken to reduce 
unwanted signalsunwanted signals

!! Some examples include removing / reducing Some examples include removing / reducing 
the interference at the source, choosing a the interference at the source, choosing a 
better location / frequency / time, using more better location / frequency / time, using more 
robust statistics, time and frequency filters, robust statistics, time and frequency filters, 
flagging data, interference mitigationflagging data, interference mitigation



Interference MitigationInterference Mitigation
!! A range of extremely promising algorithms are currently A range of extremely promising algorithms are currently 

being demonstrated: being demonstrated: http://www.atnf.csiro.au/SKA/intmit/http://www.atnf.csiro.au/SKA/intmit/

!! Adaptive filtering and postAdaptive filtering and post--correlation correlation canccancelellingling..

!! Moving the nulls of the interferometer Moving the nulls of the interferometer 
pattern around (Geoff Bower’s images)pattern around (Geoff Bower’s images)..

!! Project out strong correlated parts of the complex Project out strong correlated parts of the complex 
visibilities (subvisibilities (sub--space techniques)space techniques)..

!! Parametric techniquesParametric techniques..

!! The The decorrelationdecorrelation effects mentioned on previous slides effects mentioned on previous slides 
must be taken into account.must be taken into account.
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SummarySummary
!! Increased use of the spectrum and more sensitive Increased use of the spectrum and more sensitive 

instruments will make instruments will make interferenceinterference worseworse in the in the 
future.future.

!! Interferometers have builtInterferometers have built--in mechanisms which help in mechanisms which help 
to reduce the interference.to reduce the interference.

!! Many of these mechanisms are more effective on Many of these mechanisms are more effective on 
long baselines.long baselines.

!! A lot can be done by designing equipment and A lot can be done by designing equipment and 
planning observations carefully.planning observations carefully.

!! AsAs new instruments are built and current instruments new instruments are built and current instruments 
upgradedupgraded, new algorithms are being implemented to , new algorithms are being implemented to 
mitigate the interference.mitigate the interference.


